RAILWAY SERVICES

Wherever you work in the rail industry,
if you wish to tread a little more lightly
on our planet, give LCM a call

RAILWAY SERVICES

UK-Wide Railway Services From LCM
Wherever in the world today passenger and freight rail
systems are expanding at an unprecedented rate.
The need to reduce road traffic, move freight and people
long distances quickly, efficiently or to reduce pollution
is driving huge investment in rail in every continent
of the world.

STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL
FUEL MANAGEMENT

Fuel is a non-renewable resource that pollutes.
Its use must be responsible and alternatives to its use
explored. However its use must be carefully managed,
from purchase through to delivery, to ensure it is
Whatever the motive for that investment all governments
used efficiently, cleanly and as efficiently as possible.
require it to be delivered as sustainably as possible
Responsible companies adopt high performance,
and to the highest environmental standards.
low emission engines that use fuel that is of the highest
Established 30 years LCM Environmental Ltd (LCM)
possible quality to reduce our carbon footprint.
offers strategic and operational fuel and environmental LCM can help you adopt processes that ensure this.
management solutions that reduce life cycle costs,
carbon footprint and improve environmental
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
sustainability.
This is delivered through a series of programmes led
by LCM staff working in partnership with client staff
to deliver improvements that achieve client company
improvements and objectives.

SOLUTIONS

Wherever we tread we should do so responsibly. LCM
can assist companies in assessing their carbon footprint,
assess the environmental risk in what they do and devise
strategies to reduce their impact. The penalties for
environmental shortcoming are increasingly high
and LCM can assist companies in minimising this risk and
protecting corporate reputations.
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